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• About Me … and You

• What is a Dynamic Dialog?

• Who This Presentation is For …

• Presentation Components

• Questions?



• Submariner in the U.S. Navy  (SSBN-632  USS Von Steuben)

• Recovering CPA …
Accounting & Finance to 

|__   Financial Databases to 
|__  Business Intelligence

• Founded Island Technologies in 1997  
• Current Consulting Engagements:

• Coca-Cola Bottling Consolidated Co
• Lending Tree
• Duke Energy 
• Pfizer
• SolidQ
• Time Warner 

• Implementing Microsoft BI Solution
• Consultant, Author and MSSQL Server MVP
• Passions:  BI and Classical Literature (+ W Faulkner) 



Regular Columns & Series

• Stairway to MDX – SQLServerCentral.com / Simple-Talk.com
• Stairway to DAX – SQLServerCentral.com / Simple-Talk.com
• Elemental MDX  - SSWUG.com
• Molecular MDX  - SSWUG.com
• Mastering Microsoft BI – SSWUG.com
• MDX Essentials - DatabaseJournal.com
• Introduction to Analysis Services – DatabaseJournal.com
• Introduction to Reporting Services – DatabaseJournal.com

Speaking and Presentations

• SQL Saturdays
• Virtual Conferences – SSWUG.com
• AICPA, State CPA Societies, etc.

http://www.databasejournal.com/


• Name

• Organization

• Position – and Collateral BI Duties, as applicable

• Ever been part of a BI implementation?

• Ever disappointed in a BI initiative?



• Topic-driven

• Interactive, sharing:

 BI Expectations vs. Realities

 Lessons learned

 Ways to cope “in the meantime”

 Complaints and comments don’t leave here …



• Architects

• Designers

• Developers 

• Consumers

… working within the integrated Microsoft BI 
solution, or as a part of a current or past BI 
implementation team(s)



• Introduction  

• BI Promises vs. Implementation Realities

• Ways to Drive Success

• A BI Strategy that Works

• References and Discussion



Questions?



Introduction



Why organizations implement BI in the first place:

• To deliver insight they need to understand their data

• To make better decisions

Organizations also need to:

• Streamline business practices

• Focus upon achieving sustainable growth

While BI can act as a powerful competitive differentiator, many 
organizations wind up with solutions that fall short of expectations by:

• Failing to align BI approaches with well-defined business objectives

• Failing to apply best practices (even established theory) within their 
implementations



A gap appears between BI …

• Approaches

• Claims

• Expectations 

and …

• BI traps

• Observations

• Realities



A recent Gartner survey of CIO’s revealed that:

• BI Programs need a Business Sponsor

• IT Departments struggle selling BI to the Business

• Many BI Programs become stuck in “reporting”

• Technology is rarely the culprit if the BI Initiative is 

considered a failure

Let’s discuss these premises, based upon your own 
experiences …



Had a Business Sponsor for your BI Initiatives?

Do you agree that it was helpful?



Note a challenge in “Selling” the Business on the Idea 

of Business Intelligence?

What was most helpful in “closing the deal?”



Have seen a BI initiative become simply a “reporting 
machine?”

Did the BI Initiative ever attempt to go beyond reporting?



… Feel that Technology shortcomings were the  

problem?

• If so, how?

• If not, what was the problem?



Questions?



BI Promises 

vs.

Implementation 
Realities



Discrepancy Domains

• Responsibility

• Complexity

• Strategy

• Governance

• Technology

• Quality

• Program

• Definitions

• Business Case



Theory:

• BI has been named a top technology priority for the last six years (Gartner)

Practice:

• While every organization surveyed reported the use of BI in a variety of ways …

• Most also reported isolated deployments of tools, without consideration of BI as strategic
and cross-functional with dedicated responsibilities for:

 Architecture

 Tools and Technology

 Content 

 Data Quality

Action:

• CIOs and IT usually have the best technological insight into BI , but have limited time to 
educate users and management about the proper approaches to BI

• CIOs must regain control over buying decisions / avoid laissez-faire with department heads 
buying  “current favorite” technologies, adding to an uncontrollable menagerie



• Are these familiar issues?

• Have you seen the tendency of various groups to 

make their own BI system choices?

• Have you witnessed a regaining of control by IT / 

another group once this has started?

• How can such control be reinstated?



Theory:

• BI is typically a complex framework of:

• Many interlocked parts requiring dedicated management processes 

to handle complexity

• A structured approach to handle the diverse aspects of BI / the 

infrastructure is vital

 Tools  Processes

 Technologies  Models

 Best Practices  Organizational Requirements



Practice:

• Most organizations approach BI from a pure Tools perspective

• High level discussions, then, immediately “Which Tool should we 
buy?”

• A “portfolio” approach is warranted, balancing prioritized 
business requirements with:

 Available technology

 Infrastructure

 Personnel

 Skills



Action:

• CIOs and IT usually have the best technological insight into BI , but 
have limited time to educate users and management about the 
proper approaches to BI

• CIOs must regain control over buying decisions / avoid laissez-
faire with department heads buying  “current favorite” 
technologies, adding to an uncontrollable menagerie



• Anyone familiar with the “applications zoo” I’ve described?

• Do you find it difficult to dislodge “favorite tools” even 

when new “corporate standards” are dictated?  (Examples:

Excel, MS Access)

• Have you ever seen instances of gaining control with a 

unified strategy?

• If so, how was the strategy implemented?



Theory:

• 90 percent of survey respondents (Gartner) say BI is “strategic” in 

their organizations

• While this sometimes simply means “very important,” executives 

quite often refer to “strategic BI projects” with high visibility and 

management attention

Practice:

• Despite lip service, repeated informal surveys (Gartner) reveal 

that virtually no company has a BI strategy



Practice (cont’d):

• When reviewing so-called “BI Strategy” documents, almost none 

qualify as a strategy in  Gartner’s opinion

 Often simply a declaration that a strategy exists, and little else

 Sometimes a list of applications the organization intends to 

implement

 At best (and only a tiny percentage) is an architecture diagram / 

document (data sources, data warehouse / marts, tools and 

technology components)



So what is an effective BI Strategy?

An effective BI Strategy answers questions around:

• The Organizational Model (Who runs the program?  Who are the 

users?)

• The Business Case (Why does the organization need BI?)

• The Approach (What measures align the company?)

• The Technology (How does the architecture look?)



Action:

• Organizations need to think of a BI Strategy as a living 
document that outlines:

 Technical components

 The business and organizational perspective

 Responsibilities

 Business requirements

• Ideally, the BICC owns the BI Strategy

 Cannot belong to IT alone, as it includes segments from the 

business (particularly business case and expected business impact)

 All important functions ideally come together in the BICC



So what would a good BI Strategy Document include?

• Background and Purpose • Quality and Stewardship

• Objectives and Scope • Sourcing (Build, Buy or Hybrid)

• History and Current State • Program Management

• Requirements and Business State • Education and Training

• Priorities and Alignment • Support and Help Desk

• Architecture and Standards • Road Map and Milestones

• Organization and Steering Committee • Future State



• Does management within your organization see BI as a 

strategic differentiator?

• Is a true BI Strategy in place in your organization?

• Is the absence of a strategy evident in the uncontrolled 

evolution of the BI solution?

• Do you agree that a unified strategy is critical to long-term, 

enterprise-wide success?



Theory:

• Any endeavor with the complexity and importance of a BI 

initiative requires governance, with representation across the 

organization

• Virtual BI Users include:

 Potentially every knowledge worker in the enterprise

 Outsiders, including key partners, customers and suppliers

 Even business process engines could be classified as consumers

• Collaboration is required from multiple business domains, 

functional units and departments to get BI on track - and to keep 

it there



Practice:

• BI is largely driven by IT

• IT departments attempt to do the right things, assuming that 

what the business needs for better decision making includes the 

following:

• This approach regularly misses the point and many BI initiatives 

fail to deliver expected value

 Investing in infrastructure  Buying BI platforms

 Building data warehouses and 
multidimensional cubes

 Generating specific 
reports and dashboards



Action:

• Important, complex initiatives like BI need to have solid grounding in the 
organization

• The BICC concept seems to fill the need for an organizational foundation quite 
well

• Name is not important:  BI Steering committees, BI governance boards, BI 
strategy groups, BI program offices, and other terms are beginning to appear

• The idea is to run BI as a strategic program and to bring together the diverse 
groups needed to accomplish this

• Staffing depends upon the enterprise, but, in almost all successful BICCs, BI 
governance is handled by a cross-functional, virtual team

 BI “Supply Side” requires various technical and architectural roles

 BI “Demand Side” (the Business) needs to have representation from 
different functional groups and departments



• How is BI Governance achieved in your organization?

• Of the governing body, whether called a BICC or 

something else, what is the composition and what 

parts of the enterprise do they represent?

• If there is no BICC (or equivalent) are there plans to 

assemble one in the future?



Theory:

• Evolution of the BI platform market means, for whatever user type, 
whatever role they fill within the organization,  there are specific BI 
toolsets for that role

• Organizations should define requirements in a way that includes all 
aspects of the BI tools portfolio, including:

• Simple and static reporting for information consumers

• Online analytical processing (OLAP) cubes for business analysts

• Executive dashboards

• Forecasting, simulation and optimization applications

• Data mining

• The enterprise can follow a “best of breed” approach or single “BI stack” 
approach (reducing integration pain and overall license cost, etc.)



Practice:

Gartner has found that, when evaluating technology portfolios for BI 
initiatives, the overwhelming technology selection is Reporting

• While “reporting” can mean various forms of “information delivery,” 
it typically simply means production reporting only 

 IT designs a variety of reports by a defined schedule

 Reports are generated and sent to selected users

 … in the expected formats , from web pages to .PDF files or Excel 
spreadsheets

 Insightful reports come in a variety of styles, from operational and 
managerial reports to banded reports and graphical dashboards

• The Challenge: the Business sees reports only as a source of 
convenient information and not as strategic to its existence



Action:

• IT organizations should survey the user population, then run sessions to 

determine the type of BI technology best suited to each user type

• There are at least five user types that all require different BI toolsets to 

fulfill their individual roles.  Here’s a rough breakdown:

User Constituent Technology User Population

Information Consumer Reporting / Query Approx 65 %

Analyst / Power User Analysis / OLAP Approx 15 %

Manager / Executive Dashboarding / Scorecarding Approx 10 %

Researcher / Specialist Data Mining Approx 5 %

Application User Analytic Application Approx 5 - 30 %



• Has your organization  assembled its BI applications 

based upon the “Best of Breed” approach, or via 

deployment of an integrated “BI Stack?” 

• Does simple reporting dominate the BI scene in your 

organization?

• Do members of the enterprise see reporting as a 

means of getting information, and not as a strategic 

tool?

• Would determination of user types be difficult in your 

organization?  Why?



Theory:

• The data warehouse that lies at the core of many BI initiatives 

represents the “single version of the truth”

• Reports, dashboards, scorecards and analytical applications based 

upon the data warehouse are implicitly expected to be of high 

quality

• Combined with efforts to build well-designed, high-quality BI 

front-ends, the perception is that the investments in BI 

infrastructure provide a solid foundation for all decision-making 

within the organization



Practice:

Bad data quality jeopardizes an entire investment in BI.  The value is 
lost, in many organizations, when presented content is wrong

• End users quickly develop a lack of trust  when data provided by the 
BI system is suspect

• They argue over the validity of data

• They frequently build their own “shadow BI” infrastructures 

• Even when data quality issues are  recognized by the organization as 
a serious problem, most assume that IT will fix it, since the data is 
coming from the computer



Action:

• Everyone involved in BI must take a part of the responsibility for quality

• A corporate sponsor (champion) should initiate a data quality across 
functions

• IT must support the data quality effort,  via:

• The provision of data profiling, cleansing and validation tools

• The establishment of data quality dashboards for data stewards

• Detection and highlighting of potential issues (especially to the data steward)

• Data stewards should be identified, on the “business side” of the 
organization: 

• Subject matter experts with regard to the content of the data

• The ultimate problem owners of a data quality issue

• Having responsibility for running the program and identifying the business 
benefit associated with data quality



• Does the BI initiative in your organization have a 

reputation for quality?

• What are the greatest offenders / sources for the 

data quality issues that you regularly see?

• Is “off-road” or “shadow” BI taking place, because of 

previous or current data quality issues?

• Is an organized data quality effort in place, complete 

with data quality steward(s) from the business?



Theory:

• BI has been consistently described as a “most-strategic 

investment” for businesses worldwide

• Roles are defined (i.e., data warehouse manager, BI 

architect) and whole departments are called “BI 

Development and Operations”

• BI has a top priority, high management visibility, and solid 

organizational grounding



Practice:

• Users refer to their “BI project,” which is often solely driven by the IT 
department

• “Projects” are usually temporary, initiated by a “kick-off” and 
finished with a “wrap-up”

• BI is not a temporary thing, and should not be considered a 
“project” at all 

• While many “projects” commence and end within BI, BI itself should 
be considered as a “program” or an “initiative,”  ongoing and 
unending 

• BI should be understood in the same context as “security:”  Users do 
not talk about “security projects …”



Action:

• Organizations must elevate BI to a corporate program

• BI should not be considered an add-on to ERP or any other 

business applications

• The importance and complexity of BI requires its continuous 

management

• Program managers, instead of project managers, should 

administer the BI initiative

• The BICC must be given broad authority to effectively run an 

organization-wide program



• Does the BI initiative in your organization have “a top 

priority,” high management visibility, and solid 

organizational grounding?”

• Does the enterprise consider BI a temporary project, 

or a program / initiative?

• Is a program manager, vs. a project manager, in 

charge of the BI initiative?

• Is the BICC endowed with broad authority to  

effectively run the BI initiative?



Theory:

BI is supposed to:

• Be pervasive across the organization

• Leverage data from a large number of operational and other applications

• Fulfill a wide variety of business requirements for corporate decision-
making, compliance and other needs

The data warehouse / data mart infrastructure is considered to be the 
central repository of the “truth,” with its definitions of:

• Entities

• Relationships

• Measures

• Dimensions



Theory (cont’d) …

So every BI user:

• Has access to the same data

• Can trust the integrity of reporting results

• Can confidently make business decisions



Practice:

• BI continues to be full of interpretation

Hardly any organization can point to a specific document that defines 
the numerous metrics and attributes that appear in reports, 
dashboards and scorecards

 It is simply assumed that every user shares the same definitions 
including: 

⁻ Universal metrics like revenue, profit or margin

⁻ Domain-specific and complex metrics , understood by only a small number

• Definitions are not only important for financial metrics, but are 
equally important for more generic entities



Practice (cont’d) …

• Organizations often cannot uniquely answer basic questions: 

 “What is a ‘customer’?”

 “When is an account ‘closed’?”

 How many products X did we sell last quarter

• The problem: everyone uses the same words when it is often 

unclear what is meant

• (Example:  Delivery Date” means different things to the loading 

dock clerk, the customer, and a finance person)



Action:

• In order to avoid confusion and mistakes, an organization must manage:

 Its technical metadata

 Its cross-domain business metadata

• A managed glossary of business terms is essential (similar to a metrics 

framework)

• Ideally maintained for the organization by data steward(s)

• Data modelers, architects and integration specialists should be involved

• The BICC and its sponsor leader should facilitate negotiations across 

business units 



• Is a managed metadata glossary in place in your 

organization? 

• If not, is confusion with definitions an issue yet?

• Has anyone seen other ways of managing definitions?

• What sort of medium have you seen? (SharePoint 

sites with deployed documents, Wiki’s, web pages, 

etc.)



Theory:

BI promises to yield a wide variety of benefits

• Highly tangible benefits, such as:

 Lowering cost

 Increasing profits

 Reducing  fraud

• More intangible benefits, such as:

 High customer satisfaction

 Audience reach

 Website stickiness



Theory (cont’d) …

Organizations balance individual user requirements against the 

projected outcome and build a corresponding business case 

• Discussed by the BICC

• Becomes a part of the BI strategy

• Plays a key role when prioritizing requirements

• Enables the BICC to focus on high-value  projects and filter out 

mere “nice to haves”



Practice:

• “Business Intelligence,” by its nature, implies that organizations typically have 
a solid business case to explain significant investments, but:

 Most organizations invest in BI based upon relatively soft arguments

 Unspecific “better decision-making” without:

‾ How BI is supposed to support such decisions and 

‾ What the expected business benefit will be

• The organization needs to come up with something measurable

• Equally, limited usefulness is the line of reasoning that explains BI by the 
number of reports generated or the increased user population with access to 
dashboards

• The assumption that “more helps us more” fails as a proper business case



Action:

• Early warning sign for lack of business case: IT department asks “How do 
we sell BI to the business?”

• Indicates a disconnect between the impending investment and the 
potential outcome

• Instead, business stakeholders should sell properly articulated business 
requirements to the BI governance body

 Reason it’s called a “Business case”

 IT is rarely in a position to generate a real business case

• The sole justification for spending money / resources on BI must be the 
business case

• When the executive board requests insight into the value generated 
from investments in BI technology, CIO must be prepared to describe 
the outcome in business terms



• Was a proper business case generated for 

components of your current BI initiative?

• If not, how was the investment “sold?”

• Did IT or the Business “make the sale?”

• Have you ever seen any follow up to determine 

whether promised outcomes were reached, after the 

fact?



Questions?



Ways to 

Drive Success



A few ways to help avoid many common pitfalls and to 

build a successful BI program that meets the needs of 

the entire business:

• Designate the “ultimate responsibility” for the BI initiative

• Consider building a “BI Competence Center” (BICC)

• Hold Brainstorming Sessions and Creative Workshops

• Educate Business Users and Management about BI’s 

Potential beyond Reporting



To ensure a successful BI implementation, IT and the 

Business should share responsibility, with clear boundaries 

as to the areas that each owns

• The Business should:

• Drive the investment decisions and priorities

• Determine how the technology will be used / distributed

• IT should provide: 

• Technical support

• Integration experience



Consider building a BI Competence Center:

• Staffed by both IT and Business representatives

• To Strengthen the partnership between line-of-business 

stakeholders and IT



Hold brainstorming sessions and creative workshops to:

• Identify potential BI use cases 

• Create an effective BI Strategy to achieve the desired 

state that defines:

 Defines the Governance structure

 Scope

 Roles

 Responsibilities

 Roadmap



Most organizations still think of BI as a reporting and 

decision support tool.  True BI solutions provide much 

more, including:

• Dynamic, intuitive reporting

• Analysis

• Planning

… in a  

• Collaborative personalized environment that …

• Satisfies the needs of the entire business



The appropriate technology solution can provide:

• A solid foundation for a successful BI program
• … when deployed in conjunction with industry expertise 

and best practices

BI Projects rarely fail because of shortcomings of the 
technology alone … Non-technology factors are often 
overlooked, including:

• Leadership

• Communication

• Goal Setting



How many of you agree with the value of:

• Designating the “ultimate responsibility” for the BI 

initiative

• Considering building a “BI Competence Center” (BICC)

• Holding Brainstorming Sessions and Creative Workshops

• Educating Business Users and Management about BI’s 

Potential beyond Reporting

How many are in an environment where any of these 

are being done?  Other good success drivers?



Questions?



A 

BI Strategy

That 

Works



For an organization to reach its BI potential, an 

effective BI Strategy is key.  Components of such a 

strategy include:

• Put the Business in the Driver’s Seat

• Apply BI Competencies and Best Practices

• Think Big – Start Small

• Get Control of the Data

• Deliver More than Simple Reporting



Enable the Business to perform significant amounts of work without IT 
involvement

• Empower users through self-service:

 Reporting

 Analysis

 Dashboards

 Planning

• … Using the tool and interface that suits them via a browser or rich 
client interface

 Reporting

 Analysis

 Spreadsheets

Become an Enabler vs. a Bottleneck



Has anyone found negative effects from excluding or 

overlooking the Business when developing / deploying 

solutions?  Things like:

• Abandonment of systems we deploy in favor of Excel and other 

“self-service” options?

• Loss of interest by the Business

• Dramatic increase of Business demand upon IT resources
 Due to lack of training / familiarity with the solution

 As a means of “outsourcing” their own work

 Requirements to “prove” query and analysis results, via 

reconciliations, separate requests for the same data, etc.



The challenges of becoming more strategic often go beyond 

technology alone, requiring change in many areas, 

including:

• Behavior

• Culture

• Process

• Technology

Example: Many organizations lack a comprehensive strategy, as well 

as executive support and understanding.  Or they may have difficulty 

justifying technology by tying it to business goals. 



In many cases, BI has to be proven to “bring the users in:”

• Starting with a small project to win the business is a good 
strategy

• Once the business is onboard, the idea and implementation of a 
Business Intelligence Competency Center (BICC) can become a 
reality

 Comprised of Business and IT stakeholders

 Dedicated to the successful use of information across the enterprise

• Members of the BICC will develop and communicate a clear BI 
strategy that: 

 Is aligned with business strategy

 Standardizes technologies and processes

 Leverages reusable knowledge, disciplines and best practices



• Can anyone relate experiences with the establishment of 

a BICC? 

• How about scenarios where you thought one might have 

made a difference (especially within “mature” BI 

implementations)

• Has anyone had experience with systematic rollout of BI 

components – say to different Business areas – whereby 

the process can be “templated” to a degree

(particularly those within internal or external 

“consulting” scenarios …)



Trying to do everything at once, be it in an all-encompassing data 
warehouse, one “universal” cube, or the like, is a recipe for failure.  
Avoid an “all or nothing” approach by deploying BI components 
tactically and incrementally.

• This approach creates a clear path for connecting additional components 
over time.

• Business and IT need to collaborate to identify and prioritize key business 
pain points

• By starting small and  focusing upon pain points through analysis and 
reporting, we are able to more easily:

 Match the project rollout with resource capacity and budget

Realize business benefits quickly, and justify / obtain further investment

 Make rapid adjustments in response to changes in business objectives



Has anyone found this to be useful?  Or perhaps wish 

they had approached a previous project in this 

manner?

… a clear path for connecting additional components over 

time



Deploy Multidimensional Analysis to extract maximum 
value from a growing number of data sources.

• Turn raw data into actionable intelligence

• Business can analyze information within a business context

(Example: Product or Service performance by region, consumer, time 
period, or other dimensions)

• Eliminate data silos via central management of:

 Data 

 Business Hierarchies

 Rules

 Calculations

• Promote consistency in calculations / other data use



• To what extent are you using Multidimensional 

Analysis within the organization?

• What have been impediments to bringing 

Multidimensional Analysis onboard?

• Has the organization realized benefits in more readily 

available, actionable Business Intelligence?

• What sorts of challenges have you faced in making 

multidimensional data available and user friendly to 

the business?



While reports and dashboards are optimal tools for many 
executives and managers, other enterprise users, such as data-
savvy analysts need richly functional analytical and predictive 
technologies within an integrated solution, including:

• Analysis

• Dashboard / Scorecard

• Planning / Budgeting

• Forecasting

• Planning

… In short, information presented in a business context that is 
easy for users to understand, so that they can make informed 
decisions …



Sequencing becomes an art …

• Start with Reports and Dashboards, to provide information on business 
performance

• Add Analysis Capabilities to gain insight as to the “why” behind report 
values, events and conditions

• Add Planning / Budgeting to link analytical insight and “what-if” modeling 
into the planning process, so that action is immediate across the 
organization

• Deliver consistent, reliable information, including

 How are we doing?

 Why?

 What should we be doing?

• Provide future growth paths:  Predictive Analysis, etc.



Has your organization evolved beyond simple 

reporting?

If so:
• How difficult has it been to do so?

• Has the path been similar to what I’ve outlined?

If not:
• What have been the biggest obstacles you have faced?

Have others overcome these same obstacles?  How?



Questions?



References 

and 

Discussion
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